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The Creepy Creations of Professor Shock
(Give Yourself Goosebumps #14)
Alice in Deadland was released in November 2011
and quickly became an Amazon.com bestseller,
selling more than 50,000 copies in its first three
months. It was followed by its sequel, 'Through The
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Looking Glass' and 'Off With Their Heads', the prequel
to Alice in Deadland. Now, get all three of the first
novels in the Alice in Deadland Trilogy in one single
omnibus edition and immerse yourself in this
bestselling adventure. Civilization as we know it
ended more than fifteen years ago, leaving as it's
legacy barren wastelands called the Deadland and a
new terror for the humans who survived- hordes of
undead Biters. Fifteen year-old Alice has spent her
entire life in the Deadland, her education consisting of
how best to use guns and knives in the ongoing war
for survival against the Biters. One day, Alice spots a
Biter disappearing into a hole in the ground and
follows it, in search of fabled underground Biter
bases. What Alice discovers there propels her into an
action-packed adventure that changes her life and
that of all humans in the Deadland forever. An
adventure where she learns the terrible conspiracy
behind the ruin of humanity, the truth behind the
origin of the Biters, and the prophecy the mysterious
Biter Queen believes Alice is destined to fulfill. A
prophecy based on the charred remains of the last
book in the Deadland- a book called Alice in
Wonderland.

Role-Playing Game Studies
The Republic of Benin in West Africa is home to more
than forty ethnic groups, the largest of which is the
Fon. In the early seventeenth century, the Fon
established a society ruled by a dynasty of kings, who
over the years forged the powerful kingdom of
Dahomey. In their capital city of Abomey, they built a
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remarkable complex of palaces that became the
center of the kingdom's political, social, and religious
life. The palace walls were decorated with colorful lowrelief sculptures, or bas-reliefs, which recount legends
and battles and glorify the history of the dynasty's
reign. Over the centuries, these visual stories have
represented and perpetuated the history and myths
of the Fon people. The Palace Sculptures of Abomey
combines lavish color photographs of the bas-reliefs
with a lively history of the Dahomey kingdom,
complemented by period drawings, rare historical
photographs, and colorful textile art. The book
provides a vivid portrait of these exceptional narrative
sculptures and the equally remarkable people who
crafted them. Also included are a reading of the
stories on the walls and details of the four-year
collaboration between the Benin Ministry of Culture
and Communications and the Getty Conservation
Institute to conserve the bas-reliefs of Abomey. Final
chapters describe the Historic Museum of Abomey,
now housed in the palace complex, and discuss the
continuing popularity of bas-reliefs in contemporary
West African art.

Doc Holliday
Seductive Poison
With warmth and compassion, Sandra Ingerman
describes the dramatic results of combining soul
retrieval with contemporary psychological concepts in
this visionary work that revives the ancient shamanic
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tradition of soul retrieval for healing emotional and
physical illness. This revised and updated edition
includes a new afterword by the author.

Marshal's Handbook
"The Marshal's Handbook is not a complete game. The
Weird West Player's Guide is also required to play " -From back cover

Groogleman
It's hundreds of miles from the nearest ocean, and a
hundred times too big to be a ship. It looks like
nothing anyone ever saw. And it's crashed just
outside Tombstone with something alive inside. "Bear
is an author you can count on to deliver the good
read. This one shows a serious interest in the Doc
Holliday character, about whom more has been
written than known. I like Bear’s take on him,
particularly the way he picks up on the time travel bit.
This isn’t your usual pulp Doc."--Locus **This story is
told in a non-traditional fashion. Chapters will appear
out of order.** At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Raging Star
A Guide to light your way ·Full Color Maps of the
Catacombs, PLUS every New Frontiers zone! ·Designer
and Player strategies for five new character Classes!
·Complete stats for new monsters. ·Key treasure and
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drop stats. ·Getting the most out of player housing.

Healer
Haunted by guilt over the staggering death toll in
Arizona, Abe vows to never let such horrors happen
againuntil a crazed healer and a frog-possessed teen
block his path! * A perfect starting point for new
readers! _Abe Sapien_ is an outstanding book that
sets the tone for the coming year at Dark
Horse.�Bloody Disgusting Great art, an excellent
story line. What's not to like?�Adventures in Poor
Taste

Juniper Unraveling
Provides coverage of the wide range of contemporary
theatre and includes scripts of five plays: August
Wilson's Joe Turner's Come and Gone, Wakako
Yamauchi's And the Soul Shall Dance, Tony Kushner's
Angels in America, Marsha Norman's Getting Out, and
Sam Shepard's Buried Child.

American Book Publishing Record
THE BURNING LEGION HAS COME. Led by the mighty
Archimonde, scores of demonic soldiers now march
across the lands of Kalimdor, leaving a trail of death
and devastation in their wake. At the heart of the fiery
invasion stands the mystic Well of Eternity -- once the
source of the night elves' arcane power. But now the
Well's energies have been defiled and twisted, for
Queen Azshara and her Highborne will stop at nothing
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to commune with their newfound god: the fiery Lord
of the Burning LegionSargeras. The night elf
defenders, led by the young druid, Malfurion
Stormrage, and the wizard, Krasus, fight a desperate
battle to hold back the Legion's terrible onslaught.
Though only embers of hope remain, an ancient
power has risen to aid the world in its darkest hour.
The dragons -- led by the powerful Aspect, Neltharion
-- have forged a weapon of incalculable power: the
Dragon Soul, an artifact capable of driving the Legion
from the world forever. But its use may cost far more
than any could have foreseen. The second novel in an
original trilogy of magic, warfare, and heroism based
on the bestselling, award-winning electronic game
series from Blizzard Entertainment.

The Elementary School Library
Collection, Phases 1-2-3
Papa says everyone has a story that deserves to be
told. Most begin years ago, after the second bomb hit,
unearthing a deadly contagion that divided the
population into the pure, the infected, and the Ragers.
Many recount the moment we rose up from the ashes
and started anew. Others tell of the day we built a
wall to keep them out. For some, they're nothing
more than the vestiges left behind-a simple name
carved into the knotty bark of a Juniper tree. My story
begins with a boy. A mute, from the other side of the
wall, known only as Six, who touched my heart in
ways that words never could, and gave me the
courage to face my darkest truth. Juniper Unraveling
is a full-length standalone romance set in a postPage 6/22
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apocalyptic world.

The CRPG Book: A Guide to Computer
Role-Playing Games
‘Blood Metal Bone surprises you in the very best
ways. Unique world-building, a bold heroine with a
heartbreaking past, and awe-inspiring magic that
simply cannot be caged.’ Andrea Stewart, author of
The Bone Shard Daughter A DEADLY OUTCAST A
DANGEROUS SECRET ONE EPIC QUEST FOR THE
TRUTH

Encyclopedia of Weird Westerns
"Centuries-old Steven Dalt migrates to the world of
Tolive where he gains fame for his psychosomatic
cures and discovers a malign intelligence's plan to
make an all-out assault on mankind"--NoveList.

Dark Age of Camelot
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone
Clocks | Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize A
postmodern visionary and one of the leading voices in
twenty-first-century fiction, David Mitchell combines
flat-out adventure, a Nabokovian love of puzzles, a
keen eye for character, and a taste for mind-bending,
philosophical and scientific speculation in the tradition
of Umberto Eco, Haruki Murakami, and Philip K. Dick.
The result is brilliantly original fiction as profound as it
is playful. In this groundbreaking novel, an influential
favorite among a new generation of writers, Mitchell
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explores with daring artistry fundamental questions of
reality and identity. Cloud Atlas begins in 1850 with
Adam Ewing, an American notary voyaging from the
Chatham Isles to his home in California. Along the
way, Ewing is befriended by a physician, Dr. Goose,
who begins to treat him for a rare species of brain
parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action jumps to Belgium in
1931, where Robert Frobisher, a disinherited bisexual
composer, contrives his way into the household of an
infirm maestro who has a beguiling wife and a nubile
daughter. . . . From there we jump to the West Coast
in the 1970s and a troubled reporter named Luisa
Rey, who stumbles upon a web of corporate greed
and murder that threatens to claim her life. . . . And
onward, with dazzling virtuosity, to an inglorious
present-day England; to a Korean superstate of the
near future where neocapitalism has run amok; and,
finally, to a postapocalyptic Iron Age Hawaii in the last
days of history. But the story doesn’t end even there.
The narrative then boomerangs back through
centuries and space, returning by the same route, in
reverse, to its starting point. Along the way, Mitchell
reveals how his disparate characters connect, how
their fates intertwine, and how their souls drift across
time like clouds across the sky. As wild as a
videogame, as mysterious as a Zen koan, Cloud Atlas
is an unforgettable tour de force that, like its
incomparable author, has transcended its cult classic
status to become a worldwide phenomenon. Praise for
Cloud Atlas “[David] Mitchell is, clearly, a genius. He
writes as though at the helm of some perpetual
dream machine, can evidently do anything, and his
ambition is written in magma across this novel’s
every page.”—The New York Times Book Review “One
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of those how-the-holy-hell-did-he-do-it? modern
classics that no doubt is—and should be—read by any
student of contemporary literature.”—Dave Eggers
“Wildly entertaining . . . a head rush, both actionpacked and chillingly ruminative.”—People “The novel
as series of nested dolls or Chinese boxes, a puzzlebook, and yet—not just dazzling, amusing, or clever
but heartbreaking and passionate, too. I’ve never
read anything quite like it, and I’m grateful to have
lived, for a while, in all its many worlds.”—Michael
Chabon “Cloud Atlas ought to make [Mitchell] famous
on both sides of the Atlantic as a writer whose
fearlessness is matched by his talent.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Thrilling . . . One of the
biggest joys in Cloud Atlas is watching Mitchell sashay
from genre to genre without a hitch in his dance
step.”—Boston Sunday Globe “Grand and elaborate . .
. [Mitchell] creates a world and language at once
foreign and strange, yet strikingly familiar and
intimate.”—Los Angeles Times From the Hardcover
edition.

Something about the Author
Reign of the Fallen
Fantasirollespil.

Schooled in Magic
Emily is a teenage girl pulled from our world into a
world of magic and mystery by a necromancer who
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intends to sacrifice her to the dark gods. Rescued in
the nick of time by an enigmatic sorcerer, she
discovers that she possesses magical powers and
must go to Whitehall School to learn how to master
them. There, she learns the locals believe that she is
a "Child of Destiny," someone whose choices might
save or damn their world a title that earns her both
friends and enemies. A stranger in a very strange
land, she may never fit into her new world and the
necromancer is still hunting her. If Emily can't stop
him, he might bring about the end of days.

Deadlands Reloaded
Reviews over 400 seminal games from 1975 to 2015.
Each entry shares articles on the genre, mod
suggestions and hints on how to run the games on
modern hardware.

Gail's Family
Sasha Andreyev grew up on the wrong side of
nowhere, dreaming of starlight as he strangled a
secret. He fled, enlisting in the Russian Army, and
worked his way up the ranks. Years later, after
surviving a beating and being left for dead, he found
a new life in Moscow, working with President Sergey
Puchkov. And then, he fell in love. Desperate to avoid
his runaway heart, crippled with a shame that
infected his soul, and ravaged by demons haunting
his memories, Sasha ran. But he could never escape
Sergey, or the gravitational pull of their love.
Nightmares trail behind his every step and weary
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ghosts live in the hollow chambers of his soul. He

Cloud Atlas
Covers individuals ranging from established award
winners to authors and illustrators who are just
beginning their careers. Entries cover: personal life,
career, writings and works in progress, adaptations,
additional sources, and photographs.

Enemies and Allies
Deadlands: The Weird West, Pinnacle's award-winning
game of supernatural horror in the Old West
continues to roll along. In 2000, new products allow
players to take on the role of operatives for the
Agency, wrestle with the curses of lycanthropy and
vampirism, and learn the secrets of the latest
developments in the New Science. This sourcebook
details the Confederacy from the front lines of
Northern Virginia to the hidden dangers of Florida's
Everglades.

The Creative Spirit
The much-anticipated, thrilling conclusion to Moira
Young's Dust Lands trilogy. When the star reader,
Auriel Tai, challenged Saba to seize her destiny and
defeat DeMalo and the Tonton, Saba was confident in
her purpose. Then she met DeMalo and he
confounded all expectations with his seductive vision
of a healed earth, a New Eden. DeMalo and Saba had
an intense and passionate encounter - physical,
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emotional and psychic - that changed her life, and
now he wants Saba to join him, in life and work, to
create and build a healthy, stable, sustainable
worldfor the chosen few. Jack's choice is clear: to fight
DeMalo and try to stop his dangerous New Eden
project. Still uncertain, her connection with DeMalo a
secret, Saba commits herself to the fight. Joined by
her brother Lugh, anxious for the land in New Eden,
Saba leads an inexperienced guerilla band against the
powerfully charismatic DeMalo, in command of his
settlers and the Tonton militia. What chance do they
have? Saba must act. And be willing to pay the price.
From the Hardcover edition.

The Deadlands Roleplaying Game
"The Marshal's Handbook is the setting book for
Deadlands Reloaded." -- From back cover

Back East: The South
Some call her the Apache Joan of Arc. For more than a
century, Apaches have kept alive the memory of their
hero Lozen. Lozen, valiant warrior, revered shaman,
and beautiful woman, fought alongside Geronimo,
Cochise, and Victorio, holding out against the armies
of both the United States and Mexico. Here, at last, is
her compelling story, set in the last half of the
nineteenth century. Orphaned sister of Victorio, Lozen
has known since childhood that the spirits have
chosen her to defend Apache freedom. As the U.S.
army prepares to move her people to an Arizona
reservation, Lozen forsakes marriage and motherhood
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to fight among the men. Supported by her brother
and the other chiefs, Lozen proves her mettle as a
soldier, reconnaissance scout, and peerless military
strategist. Rafe Collins is a young adventurer and
veteran of the Mexican War. On a dangerous journey
between El Paso and Santa Fe, he builds an unlikely
but enduring rapport with the Warm Spring Apaches.
When his bond to Lozen goes far beyond friendship,
he must undertake a perilous course that will change
his life forever. A sensitive treatment of a little-known
Native American figure, Ghost Warrior is a rich and
powerful frontier tale with unforgettable characters.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

The Midwinter Mail-Order Bride
The official companion novel to the videogame
Fable® Legends Deep in Albion’s darkest age, long
before once upon a time . . . Heroes are thought to be
gone from the land. So why have the bards begun
singing of them once more? For Fable newcomers and
dedicated fans alike, Blood of Heroes delves into a
never-before-glimpsed era, telling the tale of a band
of adventurers who come together to defend a
kingdom in desperate need. The city of Brightlodge is
awash with Heroes from every corner of Albion, all
eager for their next quest. When someone tries to
burn down the Cock and Bard inn, four Heroes find
themselves hastily thrown together, chasing outlaws
through sewers, storming a riverboat full of
smugglers, and placing their trust in a most unlikely
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ally. As the beginnings of a deadly plot are revealed,
it becomes clear that Heroes have truly arrived—and
so have villains. What connects the recent events in
Brightlodge to rumors about a malicious ghost and a
spate of unsolved deaths in the nearby mining town
of Grayrock? Unless Albion’s bravest Heroes can find
the answer, the dawn of a new age could be
extinguished before it even begins. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Deadlands Players' Guide
From automatons to zombies, many elements of
fantasy and science fiction have been cross-pollinated
with the Western movie genre. In its second edition,
this encyclopedia of the Weird Western includes many
new entries covering film, television, animation,
novels, pulp fiction, short stories, comic books,
graphic novels and video and role-playing games.
Categories include Weird, Weird Menace, Science
Fiction, Space, Steampunk and Romance Westerns.

Ascendent
"Reader beware--you choose the scare! GIVE
YOURSELF GOOSEBUMPS! You and your friends
decide to check out a new part of town. That's when
you notice an old house with a sign that says
""BEWARE--DANGER"" on one side and ""PLEASE
COME IN"" on the other. Of course, you decide to go
and see what's up. The old man who lives there tells
you hes looking for help cleaning out his garage. And
you find a secret room. Inside there's a robot and
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mirrors and all kinds of great stuff. If you look in the
mirrors you'll find yourself in a place where
everything is backwards. If you turn on the robot
you'll be walking in a metal wonderland. Can you get
back before you become a pile of nuts and bolts? The
choice is yours in this scary GOOSEBUMPS adventure
that's packed with over 20 super-spooky endings!"

Abe Sapien #13
Palace Sculptures of Abomey
The stunning conclusion to Sarah Glenn Marsh's Reign
of the Fallen duology, now including an exclusive
prequel to the series, Rise of the Sparrow. The Dead
must stay buried. Karthia is nothing like it used to be.
The kingdom's borders are open for the first time in
nearly three hundred years, and raising the dead has
been outlawed. Odessa is determined to explore the
world beyond Karthia's waters, hoping to heal a heart
broken in more ways than she can count. But with
Meredy joining the ocean voyage, vanquishing her
sorrow will be a difficult task. Despite the daily
reminder of the history they share, Odessa and
Meredy are fascinated when their journey takes them
to a land where the Dead rule the night and dragons
roam the streets. Odessa can't help being
mesmerized by the new magic--and by the girl at her
side. But just as she and Meredy are beginning to
explore the new world, a terrifying development in
Karthia summons them home at once. Growing
political unrest on top of threats from foreign invaders
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means Odessa and Meredy are thrust back into the
lives they tried to leave behind while specters from
their past haunt their tenuous relationship. Gathering
a force big enough to ward off enemies seems
impossible, until one of Queen Valoria's mages
creates a weapon that could make them invincible. As
danger continues to mount inside the palace, Odessa
fears that without the Dead, even the greatest
invention won't be enough to save them. In this
enthralling, heartrending sequel to Reign of the
Fallen, Odessa faces the fight of her life as the
boundaries between the Dead and the living are
challenged in a way more gruesome than ever before.

Alice in Deadland Trilogy
Soul Retrieval
I've had a full life: wife, mom, divorceeand then alien
property. All of that's changing now that I'm on the
ice planet. Here, I'm free again, and I've found love
once more. Vaza's older and a widower, but he knows
how to make a woman smile both in the furs and out
of them. Everyone around me has a baby in their
arms or in their belly, though, and it's hard to be the
only one without. I love nothing more than being a
mamaand when I hear there's an orphan at the
Icehome camp, I want to adopt him. Vaza and I have
so much love to give, but will an alien baby love us
back? (Psst! This story does not stand alone. Start
with LAUREN'S BARBARIAN! You'll be glad you did!)
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Song of the Dead
Deadlands: The Weird West, Pinnacle's award-winning
game of supernatural horror in the Old West
continues to roll along. In 2000, new products allow
players to take on the role of operatives for the
Agency, wrestle with the curses of lycanthropy and
vampirism, and learn the secrets of the latest
developments in the New Science. The mysteries of
the Native Americans of the Weird West are revealed
in this sourcebook. This book includes tons of new
shamanic powers along with new Edges and
Hindrances and detailed information on the tribes
themselves.

Dead Lands: Ghost Dancers
Some might call Princess Anja of Ivermere brave for
offering herself up as a bride to Kael the Conqueror, a
barbarian warlord who'd won his crown by the
bloodied edge of his sword. It was not courage that
drove Anja from her magic-wielding family's
enchanted palace, however, but a desperate attempt
to secure a kingdom of her own-even if she has to kill
the Conqueror to do it. She expects pain beneath his
brutal touch as she awaits her chance. She expects
death if he discovers the truth of her intentions. She
didn't expect Kael to reject her and send her back to
Ivermere. Raised in the ashes of the Dead Lands, Kael
fears nothing-certainly not the beautiful sorceress
who arrives at his mountain stronghold. But no matter
how painful his need for her, Kael has no use for a
bride who would only tolerate his kiss. Yet the more of
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Anja's secrets he uncovers during their journey to
return her home, the more determined he becomes to
win the princess's wary heart. And Kael the Conqueror
has never been defeated This print edition also
includes BEAUTY IN SPRING by Kati Wilde.

Warcraft: War of the Ancients #2: The
Demon Soul
"The Weird West Player's Guide is not a complete
game. The Marshal's Handbook is also required to
play" -- From back cover

Fable: Blood of Heroes
This handbook collects, for the first time, the state of
research on role-playing games (RPGs) across
disciplines, cultures, and media in a single, accessible
volume. Collaboratively authored by more than 50
key scholars, it traces the history of RPGs, from
wargaming precursors to tabletop RPGs like
Dungeons & Dragons to the rise of live action roleplay and contemporary computer RPG and massively
multiplayer online RPG franchises, like Fallout and
World of Warcraft. Individual chapters survey the
perspectives, concepts, and findings on RPGs from
key disciplines, like performance studies, sociology,
psychology, education, economics, game design,
literary studies, and more. Other chapters integrate
insights from RPG studies around broadly significant
topics, like transmedia worldbuilding, immersion,
transgressive play, or player–character relations. Each
chapter includes definitions of key terms and
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recommended readings to help fans, students, and
scholars new to RPG studies find their way into this
new interdisciplinary field.

Ghost Warrior
"You can't beat this story for drama. . . . An omnibus
of everything ever known, spoken, or written about
Doc Holliday." -Publishers Weekly "An engagingly
written, persuasively argued, solidly documented
work of scholarship that will surely take its place in
the literature of the Old West." -Booklist In Doc
Holliday: The Life and Legend, the historian Gary
Roberts takes aim at the most complex, perplexing,
and paradoxical gunfighter of the Old West, drawing
on more than twenty years of research-including new
primary sources-in his quest to separate the life from
the legend. Doc Holliday was a study in contrasts: the
legendary gunslinger who made his living as a
dentist; the emaciated consumptive whose very name
struck fear in the hearts of his enemies; the
degenerate gambler and alcoholic whose fierce
loyalty to his friends compelled him, more than once,
to risk his own life; and the sidekick whose nearmythic status rivals that of the West's greatest
heroes. With lively details of Holliday's spirited
exploits, his relationships with such Western icons as
Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson, and the gunfight at
the O.K. Corral, this book sheds new light on one of
the most mysterious figures of frontier history.

Faster Gun
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In this haunting and riveting firsthand account, a
survivor of Jim Jones's Peoples Temple opens up the
shadowy world of cults and shows how anyone can
fall under their spell. A high-level member of Jim
Jones's Peoples Temple for seven years, Deborah
Layton escaped his infamous commune in the
Guyanese jungle, leaving behind her mother, her
older brother, and many friends. She returned to the
United States with warnings of impending disaster,
but her pleas for help fell on skeptical ears, and
shortly thereafter, in November 1978, the Jonestown
massacre shocked the world. Seductive Poison is both
an unflinching historical document and a suspenseful
story of intrigue, power, and murder.

Werewolf
The launch of an LGBT fantasy duology that follows a
talented necromancer who must face down a deadly
nemesis who has learned how to turn her magic into a
weapon.

Blood Metal Bone: An epic new fantasy
novel, perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo
Power. Influence. Command. Ean Sangrave never
thought he would have any of those things, but what
a difference a year makes. Now, he's practically king
of the abandoned mine on the edge of Rottwealth,
surrounded by loyal creatures from the Abyss who
live to carry out his every whim. Then there are his
closest friends, Zin and Azalea, his only friends,
always ready and willing to bring him back to reality.
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They want what's best for Ean but don't trust in his
ability to plan for the future. Their constant bickering
over what they think is best has another thorn in
Ean's side. After a failed attempt to ease the tensions
between the citizens of Rottwealth and Ean's new
command of the mine, a visitor arrives with an
interesting message from an unexpected source. The
knowledge Ean seeks about the origins of his powers
lies in the Deadlands, a place that has already taken
Ean's life once before. Should he risk all that he has
worked for, to journey through mysterious lands
where only fools dare to tread, in search of answers
he might not want to know?

Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books
When thirteen-year-old Dan journeys to the Dead
Lands to rescue the village healer kidnapped by the
grooglemen, he discovers strange things about
himself and the world.
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